
getting to know our donors 

Eleanor’s Legacy 

In this year’s annual report, we honour all those who choose to leave a legacy for 

future generations through a gift in their will to Inter Pares. The following is part of 

Inter Pares donor Eleanor Millard’s story and her vision of a social justice legacy.

The summer I graduated from university in British 

Columbia, I was looking for work and ended up in the 

Yukon. I have lived here ever since. In the early 

years I was a social worker. Later I became 

involved in education and communications 

projects with First Nations across the North, 

including several years as Minister of 

Education for the Yukon. I am really interested 

in Paulo Freire, which led me to co-create the 

first two literacy projects in the Yukon, in 

Dawson City and Whitehorse, and also the Yukon 

Development Education Centre in Whitehorse. I’ve 

written four books about the life and culture of living in 

the North. My travels took me to Central America and the 

Caribbean, and my interest in the area’s history and development grew 

into two Master’s degrees. 

I first met Inter Pares at a literacy conference in Edmonton in 1979, 

at a workshop about Paulo Freire. Inter Pares really intrigued me. They 

were enthusiastic and energetic and they had a great approach to social 

justice. I started donating then. I liked the idea that Inter Pares was also 

working in Canada. What really appealed to me was the fact that Inter 

Pares works collaboratively with counterpart organizations, rather than 

walking in and saying, “These are the solutions.” It just seemed logical, 

when I was writing my will, that a gift to Inter Pares would be the kind 

of thing that I would want. It’s not the amount that matters, but it is 

something that I know will carry on after me.

message from inter pares board member 

Esperanza Moreno

2018, the year I joined the Inter Pares Board of Directors, was a 

demanding but fulfilling year.

Demanding, because to accompany and effectively uphold the 

mission of Inter Pares and its support of organizations and social move-

ments struggling courageously against injustice and 

discrimination, requires significant mobilization of 

resources, and accountability. We operate in a context 

of deepening humanitarian and environmental 

crises, shrinking civic space, and the rise of 

right-wing populism. All of this impacts our 

collective social justice action defending the 

rights of vulnerable people. Despite this context, 

the work of Inter Pares’ counterparts in 2018 

was remarkable.

Fulfilling, because Inter Pares was able to 

participate in and help move forward promising 

initiatives, including pursuing additional program 

funding for our work on sexual and reproductive health and 

rights, participating in the W7 international forum in Ottawa, advocating 

for strong Canadian foreign policy in response to the Rohingya crisis, 

and supporting organizations that defend the rights of LGBTI groups, 

among others.

Looking back on 2018 I want to honour and recognize the quality and 

engagement of Inter Pares staff and board. This is a group of people 

with diverse experiences who truly demonstrate their commitment and 

solidarity. They make me proud to be part of the board as together we 

advance Inter Pares’ mission of globalizing equality.

	
	
	 2018 2017 

	 General	 	 Margaret	Fleming	 	 	
	 Operations	 Reserve	Fund		 McKay	Legacy	Fund		 Total		 Total	

REVENUE 
Donations $	 1,807,170		 $	 —		 $	 42,623		 	$	 1,849,793	 	$	 1,848,754
Global Affairs Canada – MNCH 	 593,292	 	 —	 	 —	 	 593,292	 	 633,661
Global Affairs Canada – IDB  	 3,361,447	 		 —		 	 —		 	 3,361,447	 	 3,694,072
Project-generated grants  	 —	 		 —		 	 —		 	 —	 	 9,000
Interest and other  	 35,826	 		 17,828	 	 99,882	 	 153,536	 	 162,627
 	 5,797,735		 		 17,828	 	 142,505	 	 5,958,068	 	 6,348,114

EXPENSE
Program
   Projects   3,964,777	 		 	—	 		 475,000	 			4,439,777	 	 4,633,728
   Operations   1,141,046	 		 —		 		 —	 	 1,141,046	 	 1,175,301
   5,105,823	 		 —	 		 475,000		 	 5,580,823	 	 5,809,029
Administration   250,357	 		 —		 		 —		 	 250,357	 	 203,260
Fundraising  440,675	 		 —		 		 	—	 	 440,675	 	 386,454
  5,796,855	 	 —	 		 		475,000	 	 6,271,855	 	 6,398,743

NET	REVENUE	(EXPENSE)	
FOR	THE	YEAR $	 880	 $	 $17,828	 $	 (332,495)	 $	 (313,787)	 	$	 (50,629)S
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S FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018Inter	Pares	Expenses	in	2018

71	%	Program	Projects: Funds sent to counterparts 
working in Africa, Asia, Canada, and Latin America

18%	Program	Operations: Monitoring programs, 
management, program staff salaries

7%	Fundraising: Receipting, online donation 
systems, printing costs, bank charges, donor 
stewardship, fundraising staff salaries

4%	Administration: Office costs, governance, 
financial manage ment, finance staff salaries 

Program Operations 

Administration 

Fundraising 

Program Projects 

TOTAL EXPENSES
$6,271,855

For	the	full	financial	statements,	please	contact	Inter	Pares	to	request	a	printed	copy	by	mail	or	visit	www.interpares.ca/2018finances

      JACK HUI LITSTER

         ANNE MACAIRE

Report	of	the	Independent	Auditor	on	the	Summary	Financial	Statements		
to	the	Board	of	Directors,	Inter	Pares

Opinion The summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at December 31, 2018 
and summary statement of operations for the year then ended, are derived from the audited financial statements of Inter Pares for the 
year ended December 31, 2018. In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements are a fair summary of the audited 
financial statements, on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Summary Financial Statements The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations. Reading the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for 
reading the audited financial statements of Inter Pares.

The Audited Financial Statements and Our Report Thereon We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial 
statements in our report dated March 15, 2019.

Management’s Responsibility for the Summary Financial Statements Management is responsible for the preparation of 
summary financial statements on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Auditor’s Responsibility Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements are a fair 
summary of the audited financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing 
Standard (CAS) 810, “Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

Ottawa, Ontario Ouseley	Hanvey	Clipsham	Deep	LLP 
March 15, 2019 Licensed Public Accountants

Basis	of	Presentation
The summary financial statements are derived from the complete audited financial statements, prepared in accordance with Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, as at December 31, 2018, and for the year then ended.

The preparation of these summary financial statements requires management to determine the information that needs to be reflected 
in the summary financial statements so that they are consistent, in all material respects, with or represent a fair summary of the 
audited financial statements.

These summarized financial statements have been prepared by management using the following criteria: 
(a)  whether information in the summary financial statements is in agreement with the related information in the complete audited 
financial statements; and  
(b)  whether, in all material respects, the summary financial statements contain the information necessary to avoid distorting or 
obscuring matters disclosed in the related complete audited financial statements, including the notes thereto.

Management determined that the statement of changes in fund balances and cash flows do not provide additional useful information 
and as such have not included them as part of the summary financial statements.
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ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash $	 3,444,559	 $	 3,339,729
Accounts receivable  121,563	 	 178,143
Program advances  743,194	 	 642,490
Prepaid expenses  29,306	 	 27,768
Short-term investments  622,855	 	 872,525

  4,961,477	 	 5,060,655
INVESTMENTS  3,559,270	 	 3,475,015
CAPITAL	ASSETS  546,008	 	 560,128

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

LIABILITIES
CURRENT     
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $	 80,063	 $	 59,612
Deferred revenue  3,565,455	 	 3,296,101
  3,645,518	 	 3,355,713

YEARS	OF	SERVICE	BENEFITS	PAYABLE  143,200	 	 148,261

  3,788,718	 	 3,503,974

FUND	BALANCES     
Unrestricted  290,739	 	 275,739
Invested in capital assets  546,008	 	 560,128
Reserve Fund  992,495	 	 974,667
Margaret Fleming McKay Legacy Fund  3,448,795	 	 3,781,290

  5,278,037	 	 5,591,824

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

 AS AT DECEMBER 31,	2018 
Inter Pares draws on over forty years of experience and 

a worldwide activist network to challenge inequality 
here in Canada and abroad. Known for a progressive and 

innovative approach to international cooperation, Inter Pares 
supports people’s struggles to build societies that are fair for all by using 
the power of solidarity. We collaborate with over 100 counterparts and, 
together, identify the root causes of injustice and act towards sustainable 
social change. Join us: www.interpares.ca

2018 ANNUAL  RE PORT

221 Laurier Avenue East, Ottawa, Ontario  K1N 6P1  Canada 
Tel: 613-563-4801 • Toll free: 1-866-563-4801 • Fax: 613-594-4704 
info@interpares.ca • www.interpares.ca 
Charitable registration number (BN) 11897 1100 RR000 1
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																												Defending the right to  
political	and	social	action		

Without  

community,  

there is no 

liberation.

AUDRE LORDE

FOR OVER FOUR DECADES INTER PARES has been committed to 

promoting deep and enduring relationships of common cause among civil 

society organizations in Canada and around the world – as equals, among 

equals. That is what Inter Pares signifies, and is the nexus of our action.

Over that long period there have been countless situations in countries 

around the world where we have walked alongside people and their 

organizations experiencing the hard steel of repression against their 

aspirations and actions for political freedom and progressive change.

Our world is now in a particular moment of concerted and unabashed 

attacks by the powerful, against people who organize to protect their 

rights, develop ideas and mobilize for peaceful change. 

In August 2018, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary 

or arbitrary executions delivered her report, Saving Lives is Not a Crime, 

to the UN General Assembly. She found that rather than protecting rights, 

states are using judicial intimidation, criminalizing protest, assembly or 

speech to curb dissenters. And she expressed her outrage that governments 

are also criminalizing human rights and humanitarian organizations, 

using measures originally introduced as counter-terrorism laws. 

This trend is not just in far-away places: as this publication goes to 

print, Canada’s Parliament is considering introducing new powers of 

mass surveillance through the new National Security Act, Bill C-59. 

Also in 2018, attacks against human rights defenders protesting 

corporate abuses increased by 34%, including legal harassment, 

intimidation, assaults and murder. In greatest danger were land rights 

defenders protesting violations by mining and agribusiness. Women 

human rights defenders are facing heightened threat, some times targeted 

for being activists – sometimes just for being women. 

But at the same time, everywhere, people are refusing to let close 

around them the space for dissent and debate that they themselves have 

forced open through their courageous action. They think, organize and 

mobilize for policies and programs that benefit people and protect rights. 

It is our perspective that it is precisely this mobilization – and its 

successes – that is prompting the repressive reaction of the powerful. 

For that reason, now is a time to redouble our efforts to defend the 

defenders, working in common cause for a better world. 

In this annual report, we share what we have learned with others 

over time, using examples of experiences and actions of ordinary people 

mobilizing to do extraordinary things. In these organizations and others, 

people are coming together to exercise their humanity, audacity, and 

courage to effect positive change in their communities. 

What is happening today is not new. It is inherent in the quest for a 

humane and just world. The struggle to create – and recreate – dynamic, 

healthy civic spaces is age old; a story with far more success than failure, 

far more victories than defeats, far more remarkable accomplishments 

of deep communal cooperation than the opposite. 

What is required is that we remember this, and remember that these 

successes come with people – acting together – persisting in our vision 

and our action to protect our dreams and aspirations, and to share them 

with others in our common struggle.

Ordinary	People;	
Extraordinary	Change



getting to know our donors 

Eleanor’s Legacy 

In this year’s annual report, we honour all those who choose to leave a legacy for 

future generations through a gift in their will to Inter Pares. The following is part of 

Inter Pares donor Eleanor Millard’s story and her vision of a social justice legacy.

The summer I graduated from university in British 

Columbia, I was looking for work and ended up in the 

Yukon. I have lived here ever since. In the early 

years I was a social worker. Later I became 

involved in education and communications 

projects with First Nations across the North, 

including several years as Minister of 

Education for the Yukon. I am really interested 

in Paulo Freire, which led me to co-create the 

first two literacy projects in the Yukon, in 

Dawson City and Whitehorse, and also the Yukon 

Development Education Centre in Whitehorse. I’ve 

written four books about the life and culture of living in 

the North. My travels took me to Central America and the 

Caribbean, and my interest in the area’s history and development grew 

into two Master’s degrees. 

I first met Inter Pares at a literacy conference in Edmonton in 1979, 

at a workshop about Paulo Freire. Inter Pares really intrigued me. They 

were enthusiastic and energetic and they had a great approach to social 

justice. I started donating then. I liked the idea that Inter Pares was also 

working in Canada. What really appealed to me was the fact that Inter 

Pares works collaboratively with counterpart organizations, rather than 

walking in and saying, “These are the solutions.” It just seemed logical, 

when I was writing my will, that a gift to Inter Pares would be the kind 

of thing that I would want. It’s not the amount that matters, but it is 

something that I know will carry on after me.

message from inter pares board member 

Esperanza Moreno

2018, the year I joined the Inter Pares Board of Directors, was a 

demanding but fulfilling year.

Demanding, because to accompany and effectively uphold the 

mission of Inter Pares and its support of organizations and social move-

ments struggling courageously against injustice and 

discrimination, requires significant mobilization of 

resources, and accountability. We operate in a context 

of deepening humanitarian and environmental 

crises, shrinking civic space, and the rise of 

right-wing populism. All of this impacts our 

collective social justice action defending the 

rights of vulnerable people. Despite this context, 

the work of Inter Pares’ counterparts in 2018 

was remarkable.

Fulfilling, because Inter Pares was able to 

participate in and help move forward promising 

initiatives, including pursuing additional program 

funding for our work on sexual and reproductive health and 

rights, participating in the W7 international forum in Ottawa, advocating 

for strong Canadian foreign policy in response to the Rohingya crisis, 

and supporting organizations that defend the rights of LGBTI groups, 

among others.

Looking back on 2018 I want to honour and recognize the quality and 

engagement of Inter Pares staff and board. This is a group of people 

with diverse experiences who truly demonstrate their commitment and 

solidarity. They make me proud to be part of the board as together we 

advance Inter Pares’ mission of globalizing equality.

	
	
	2018 2017 

	General		Margaret	Fleming			
	Operations	Reserve	Fund		McKay	Legacy	Fund		Total		Total	

REVENUE 
Donations $	1,807,170		$	—		$	42,623			$	1,849,793		$	1,848,754
Global Affairs Canada – MNCH 	593,292		—		—		593,292		633,661
Global Affairs Canada – IDB  	3,361,447			—			—			3,361,447		3,694,072
Project-generated grants  	—			—			—			—		9,000
Interest and other  	35,826			17,828		99,882		153,536		162,627
 	5,797,735				17,828		142,505		5,958,068		6,348,114

EXPENSE
Program
   Projects   3,964,777				—			475,000				4,439,777		4,633,728
   Operations   1,141,046			—				—		1,141,046		1,175,301
   5,105,823			—			475,000			5,580,823		5,809,029
Administration   250,357			—				—			250,357		203,260
Fundraising  440,675			—					—		440,675		386,454
  5,796,855		—					475,000		6,271,855		6,398,743

NET	REVENUE	(EXPENSE)	
FOR	THE	YEAR $	880	$	$17,828	$	(332,495)	$	(313,787)		$	(50,629)
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SFOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 Inter	Pares	Expenses	in	2018

71	%	Program	Projects: Funds sent to counterparts 
working in Africa, Asia, Canada, and Latin America

18%	Program	Operations: Monitoring programs, 
management, program staff salaries

7%	Fundraising: Receipting, online donation 
systems, printing costs, bank charges, donor 
stewardship, fundraising staff salaries

4%	Administration: Office costs, governance, 
financial manage ment, finance staff salaries 

Program Operations 

Administration 

Fundraising 

Program Projects 

TOTAL EXPENSES
$6,271,855

For	the	full	financial	statements,	please	contact	Inter	Pares	to	request	a	printed	copy	by	mail	or	visit	www.interpares.ca/2018finances

      JACK HUI LITSTER

    
     

ANNE MACAIRE

Report	of	the	Independent	Auditor	on	the	Summary	Financial	Statements		
to	the	Board	of	Directors,	Inter	Pares

Opinion The summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at December 31, 2018 
and summary statement of operations for the year then ended, are derived from the audited financial statements of Inter Pares for the 
year ended December 31, 2018. In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements are a fair summary of the audited 
financial statements, on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Summary Financial Statements The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations. Reading the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for 
reading the audited financial statements of Inter Pares.

The Audited Financial Statements and Our Report Thereon We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial 
statements in our report dated March 15, 2019.

Management’s Responsibility for the Summary Financial Statements Management is responsible for the preparation of 
summary financial statements on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Auditor’s Responsibility Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements are a fair 
summary of the audited financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing 
Standard (CAS) 810, “Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

Ottawa, Ontario Ouseley	Hanvey	Clipsham	Deep	LLP 
March 15, 2019 Licensed Public Accountants

Basis	of	Presentation
The summary financial statements are derived from the complete audited financial statements, prepared in accordance with Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, as at December 31, 2018, and for the year then ended.

The preparation of these summary financial statements requires management to determine the information that needs to be reflected 
in the summary financial statements so that they are consistent, in all material respects, with or represent a fair summary of the 
audited financial statements.

These summarized financial statements have been prepared by management using the following criteria: 
(a)  whether information in the summary financial statements is in agreement with the related information in the complete audited 
financial statements; and  
(b)  whether, in all material respects, the summary financial statements contain the information necessary to avoid distorting or 
obscuring matters disclosed in the related complete audited financial statements, including the notes thereto.

Management determined that the statement of changes in fund balances and cash flows do not provide additional useful information 
and as such have not included them as part of the summary financial statements.
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ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash $	3,444,559	$	3,339,729
Accounts receivable  121,563		178,143
Program advances  743,194		642,490
Prepaid expenses  29,306		27,768
Short-term investments  622,855		872,525

  4,961,477		5,060,655
INVESTMENTS  3,559,270		3,475,015
CAPITAL	ASSETS  546,008		560,128

 $	9,066,755	$	9,095,798

LIABILITIES
CURRENT     
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $	80,063	$	59,612
Deferred revenue  3,565,455		3,296,101
  3,645,518		3,355,713

YEARS	OF	SERVICE	BENEFITS	PAYABLE  143,200		148,261

  3,788,718		3,503,974

FUND	BALANCES     
Unrestricted  290,739		275,739
Invested in capital assets  546,008		560,128
Reserve Fund  992,495		974,667
Margaret Fleming McKay Legacy Fund  3,448,795		3,781,290

  5,278,037		5,591,824

 $	9,066,755	$	9,095,798

 AS AT DECEMBER 31,	2018 
Inter Pares draws on over forty years of experience and 

a worldwide activist network to challenge inequality 
here in Canada and abroad. Known for a progressive and 

innovative approach to international cooperation, Inter Pares 
supports people’s struggles to build societies that are fair for all by using 
the power of solidarity. We collaborate with over 100 counterparts and, 
together, identify the root causes of injustice and act towards sustainable 
social change. Join us: www.interpares.ca
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																												Defending the right to  
political	and	social	action		

Without  

community,  

there is no 

liberation.

AU DR E LO RDE

FOR OVER FOUR DECADES INTER PARES has been committed to 

promoting deep and enduring relationships of common cause among civil 

society organizations in Canada and around the world – as equals, among 

equals. That is what Inter Pares signifies, and is the nexus of our action.

Over that long period there have been countless situations in countries 

around the world where we have walked alongside people and their 

organizations experiencing the hard steel of repression against their 

aspirations and actions for political freedom and progressive change.

Our world is now in a particular moment of concerted and unabashed 

attacks by the powerful, against people who organize to protect their 

rights, develop ideas and mobilize for peaceful change. 

In August 2018, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary 

or arbitrary executions delivered her report, Saving Lives is Not a Crime, 

to the UN General Assembly. She found that rather than protecting rights, 

states are using judicial intimidation, criminalizing protest, assembly or 

speech to curb dissenters. And she expressed her outrage that governments 

are also criminalizing human rights and humanitarian organizations, 

using measures originally introduced as counter-terrorism laws. 

This trend is not just in far-away places: as this publication goes to 

print, Canada’s Parliament is considering introducing new powers of 

mass surveillance through the new National Security Act, Bill C-59. 

Also in 2018, attacks against human rights defenders protesting 

corporate abuses increased by 34%, including legal harassment, 

intimidation, assaults and murder. In greatest danger were land rights 

defenders protesting violations by mining and agribusiness. Women 

human rights defenders are facing heightened threat, some times targeted 

for being activists – sometimes just for being women. 

But at the same time, everywhere, people are refusing to let close 

around them the space for dissent and debate that they themselves have 

forced open through their courageous action. They think, organize and 

mobilize for policies and programs that benefit people and protect rights. 

It is our perspective that it is precisely this mobilization – and its 

successes – that is prompting the repressive reaction of the powerful. 

For that reason, now is a time to redouble our efforts to defend the 

defenders, working in common cause for a better world. 

In this annual report, we share what we have learned with others 

over time, using examples of experiences and actions of ordinary people 

mobilizing to do extraordinary things. In these organizations and others, 

people are coming together to exercise their humanity, audacity, and 

courage to effect positive change in their communities. 

What is happening today is not new. It is inherent in the quest for a 

humane and just world. The struggle to create – and recreate – dynamic, 

healthy civic spaces is age old; a story with far more success than failure, 

far more victories than defeats, far more remarkable accomplishments 

of deep communal cooperation than the opposite. 

What is required is that we remember this, and remember that these 

successes come with people – acting together – persisting in our vision 

and our action to protect our dreams and aspirations, and to share them 

with others in our common struggle.

Ordinary	People;	
Extraordinary	Change



getting to know our donors 

Eleanor’s Legacy 

In this year’s annual report, we honour all those who choose to leave a legacy for 

future generations through a gift in their will to Inter Pares. The following is part of 

Inter Pares donor Eleanor Millard’s story and her vision of a social justice legacy.

The summer I graduated from university in British 

Columbia, I was looking for work and ended up in the 

Yukon. I have lived here ever since. In the early 

years I was a social worker. Later I became 

involved in education and communications 

projects with First Nations across the North, 

including several years as Minister of 

Education for the Yukon. I am really interested 

in Paulo Freire, which led me to co-create the 

first two literacy projects in the Yukon, in 

Dawson City and Whitehorse, and also the Yukon 

Development Education Centre in Whitehorse. I’ve 

written four books about the life and culture of living in 

the North. My travels took me to Central America and the 

Caribbean, and my interest in the area’s history and development grew 

into two Master’s degrees. 

I first met Inter Pares at a literacy conference in Edmonton in 1979, 

at a workshop about Paulo Freire. Inter Pares really intrigued me. They 

were enthusiastic and energetic and they had a great approach to social 

justice. I started donating then. I liked the idea that Inter Pares was also 

working in Canada. What really appealed to me was the fact that Inter 

Pares works collaboratively with counterpart organizations, rather than 

walking in and saying, “These are the solutions.” It just seemed logical, 

when I was writing my will, that a gift to Inter Pares would be the kind 

of thing that I would want. It’s not the amount that matters, but it is 

something that I know will carry on after me.

message from inter pares board member 

Esperanza Moreno

2018, the year I joined the Inter Pares Board of Directors, was a 

demanding but fulfilling year.

Demanding, because to accompany and effectively uphold the 

mission of Inter Pares and its support of organizations and social move-

ments struggling courageously against injustice and 

discrimination, requires significant mobilization of 

resources, and accountability. We operate in a context 

of deepening humanitarian and environmental 

crises, shrinking civic space, and the rise of 

right-wing populism. All of this impacts our 

collective social justice action defending the 

rights of vulnerable people. Despite this context, 

the work of Inter Pares’ counterparts in 2018 

was remarkable.

Fulfilling, because Inter Pares was able to 

participate in and help move forward promising 

initiatives, including pursuing additional program 

funding for our work on sexual and reproductive health and 

rights, participating in the W7 international forum in Ottawa, advocating 

for strong Canadian foreign policy in response to the Rohingya crisis, 

and supporting organizations that defend the rights of LGBTI groups, 

among others.

Looking back on 2018 I want to honour and recognize the quality and 

engagement of Inter Pares staff and board. This is a group of people 

with diverse experiences who truly demonstrate their commitment and 

solidarity. They make me proud to be part of the board as together we 

advance Inter Pares’ mission of globalizing equality.

	
	
	 2018 2017 

	 General	 	 Margaret	Fleming	 	 	
	 Operations	 Reserve	Fund		 McKay	Legacy	Fund		 Total		 Total	

REVENUE 
Donations $	 1,807,170		 $	 —		 $	 42,623		 	$	 1,849,793	 	$	 1,848,754
Global Affairs Canada – MNCH 	 593,292	 	 —	 	 —	 	 593,292	 	 633,661
Global Affairs Canada – IDB  	 3,361,447	 		 —		 	 —		 	 3,361,447	 	 3,694,072
Project-generated grants  	 —	 		 —		 	 —		 	 —	 	 9,000
Interest and other  	 35,826	 		 17,828	 	 99,882	 	 153,536	 	 162,627
 	 5,797,735		 		 17,828	 	 142,505	 	 5,958,068	 	 6,348,114

EXPENSE
Program
   Projects   3,964,777	 		 	—	 		 475,000	 			4,439,777	 	 4,633,728
   Operations   1,141,046	 		 —		 		 —	 	 1,141,046	 	 1,175,301
   5,105,823	 		 —	 		 475,000		 	 5,580,823	 	 5,809,029
Administration   250,357	 		 —		 		 —		 	 250,357	 	 203,260
Fundraising  440,675	 		 —		 		 	—	 	 440,675	 	 386,454
  5,796,855	 	 —	 		 		475,000	 	 6,271,855	 	 6,398,743

NET	REVENUE	(EXPENSE)	
FOR	THE	YEAR $	 880	 $	 $17,828	 $	 (332,495)	 $	 (313,787)	 	$	 (50,629)S
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S FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018Inter	Pares	Expenses	in	2018

71	%	Program	Projects: Funds sent to counterparts 
working in Africa, Asia, Canada, and Latin America

18%	Program	Operations: Monitoring programs, 
management, program staff salaries

7%	Fundraising: Receipting, online donation 
systems, printing costs, bank charges, donor 
stewardship, fundraising staff salaries

4%	Administration: Office costs, governance, 
financial manage ment, finance staff salaries 

Program Operations 

Administration 

Fundraising 

Program Projects 

TOTAL EXPENSES
$6,271,855

For	the	full	financial	statements,	please	contact	Inter	Pares	to	request	a	printed	copy	by	mail	or	visit	www.interpares.ca/2018finances

      JACK HUI LITSTER

         ANNE MACAIRE

Report	of	the	Independent	Auditor	on	the	Summary	Financial	Statements		
to	the	Board	of	Directors,	Inter	Pares

Opinion The summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at December 31, 2018 
and summary statement of operations for the year then ended, are derived from the audited financial statements of Inter Pares for the 
year ended December 31, 2018. In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements are a fair summary of the audited 
financial statements, on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Summary Financial Statements The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations. Reading the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for 
reading the audited financial statements of Inter Pares.

The Audited Financial Statements and Our Report Thereon We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial 
statements in our report dated March 15, 2019.

Management’s Responsibility for the Summary Financial Statements Management is responsible for the preparation of 
summary financial statements on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Auditor’s Responsibility Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements are a fair 
summary of the audited financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing 
Standard (CAS) 810, “Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

Ottawa, Ontario Ouseley	Hanvey	Clipsham	Deep	LLP 
March 15, 2019 Licensed Public Accountants

Basis	of	Presentation
The summary financial statements are derived from the complete audited financial statements, prepared in accordance with Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, as at December 31, 2018, and for the year then ended.

The preparation of these summary financial statements requires management to determine the information that needs to be reflected 
in the summary financial statements so that they are consistent, in all material respects, with or represent a fair summary of the 
audited financial statements.

These summarized financial statements have been prepared by management using the following criteria: 
(a)  whether information in the summary financial statements is in agreement with the related information in the complete audited 
financial statements; and  
(b)  whether, in all material respects, the summary financial statements contain the information necessary to avoid distorting or 
obscuring matters disclosed in the related complete audited financial statements, including the notes thereto.

Management determined that the statement of changes in fund balances and cash flows do not provide additional useful information 
and as such have not included them as part of the summary financial statements.
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ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash $	 3,444,559	 $	 3,339,729
Accounts receivable  121,563	 	 178,143
Program advances  743,194	 	 642,490
Prepaid expenses  29,306	 	 27,768
Short-term investments  622,855	 	 872,525

  4,961,477	 	 5,060,655
INVESTMENTS  3,559,270	 	 3,475,015
CAPITAL	ASSETS  546,008	 	 560,128

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

LIABILITIES
CURRENT     
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $	 80,063	 $	 59,612
Deferred revenue  3,565,455	 	 3,296,101
  3,645,518	 	 3,355,713

YEARS	OF	SERVICE	BENEFITS	PAYABLE  143,200	 	 148,261

  3,788,718	 	 3,503,974

FUND	BALANCES     
Unrestricted  290,739	 	 275,739
Invested in capital assets  546,008	 	 560,128
Reserve Fund  992,495	 	 974,667
Margaret Fleming McKay Legacy Fund  3,448,795	 	 3,781,290

  5,278,037	 	 5,591,824

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

 AS AT DECEMBER 31,	2018 
Inter Pares draws on over forty years of experience and 

a worldwide activist network to challenge inequality 
here in Canada and abroad. Known for a progressive and 

innovative approach to international cooperation, Inter Pares 
supports people’s struggles to build societies that are fair for all by using 
the power of solidarity. We collaborate with over 100 counterparts and, 
together, identify the root causes of injustice and act towards sustainable 
social change. Join us: www.interpares.ca
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221 Laurier Avenue East, Ottawa, Ontario  K1N 6P1  Canada 
Tel: 613-563-4801 • Toll free: 1-866-563-4801 • Fax: 613-594-4704 
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Charitable registration number (BN) 11897 1100 RR000 1
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																												Defending the right to  
political	and	social	action		

Without  

community,  

there is no 

liberation.

AUDRE LORDE

FOR OVER FOUR DECADES INTER PARES has been committed to 

promoting deep and enduring relationships of common cause among civil 

society organizations in Canada and around the world – as equals, among 

equals. That is what Inter Pares signifies, and is the nexus of our action.

Over that long period there have been countless situations in countries 

around the world where we have walked alongside people and their 

organizations experiencing the hard steel of repression against their 

aspirations and actions for political freedom and progressive change.

Our world is now in a particular moment of concerted and unabashed 

attacks by the powerful, against people who organize to protect their 

rights, develop ideas and mobilize for peaceful change. 

In August 2018, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary 

or arbitrary executions delivered her report, Saving Lives is Not a Crime, 

to the UN General Assembly. She found that rather than protecting rights, 

states are using judicial intimidation, criminalizing protest, assembly or 

speech to curb dissenters. And she expressed her outrage that governments 

are also criminalizing human rights and humanitarian organizations, 

using measures originally introduced as counter-terrorism laws. 

This trend is not just in far-away places: as this publication goes to 

print, Canada’s Parliament is considering introducing new powers of 

mass surveillance through the new National Security Act, Bill C-59. 

Also in 2018, attacks against human rights defenders protesting 

corporate abuses increased by 34%, including legal harassment, 

intimidation, assaults and murder. In greatest danger were land rights 

defenders protesting violations by mining and agribusiness. Women 

human rights defenders are facing heightened threat, some times targeted 

for being activists – sometimes just for being women. 

But at the same time, everywhere, people are refusing to let close 

around them the space for dissent and debate that they themselves have 

forced open through their courageous action. They think, organize and 

mobilize for policies and programs that benefit people and protect rights. 

It is our perspective that it is precisely this mobilization – and its 

successes – that is prompting the repressive reaction of the powerful. 

For that reason, now is a time to redouble our efforts to defend the 

defenders, working in common cause for a better world. 

In this annual report, we share what we have learned with others 

over time, using examples of experiences and actions of ordinary people 

mobilizing to do extraordinary things. In these organizations and others, 

people are coming together to exercise their humanity, audacity, and 

courage to effect positive change in their communities. 

What is happening today is not new. It is inherent in the quest for a 

humane and just world. The struggle to create – and recreate – dynamic, 

healthy civic spaces is age old; a story with far more success than failure, 

far more victories than defeats, far more remarkable accomplishments 

of deep communal cooperation than the opposite. 

What is required is that we remember this, and remember that these 

successes come with people – acting together – persisting in our vision 

and our action to protect our dreams and aspirations, and to share them 

with others in our common struggle.

Ordinary	People;	
Extraordinary	Change



getting to know our donors 

Eleanor’s Legacy 

In this year’s annual report, we honour all those who choose to leave a legacy for 

future generations through a gift in their will to Inter Pares. The following is part of 

Inter Pares donor Eleanor Millard’s story and her vision of a social justice legacy.

The summer I graduated from university in British 

Columbia, I was looking for work and ended up in the 

Yukon. I have lived here ever since. In the early 

years I was a social worker. Later I became 

involved in education and communications 

projects with First Nations across the North, 

including several years as Minister of 

Education for the Yukon. I am really interested 

in Paulo Freire, which led me to co-create the 

first two literacy projects in the Yukon, in 

Dawson City and Whitehorse, and also the Yukon 

Development Education Centre in Whitehorse. I’ve 

written four books about the life and culture of living in 

the North. My travels took me to Central America and the 

Caribbean, and my interest in the area’s history and development grew 

into two Master’s degrees. 

I first met Inter Pares at a literacy conference in Edmonton in 1979, 

at a workshop about Paulo Freire. Inter Pares really intrigued me. They 

were enthusiastic and energetic and they had a great approach to social 

justice. I started donating then. I liked the idea that Inter Pares was also 

working in Canada. What really appealed to me was the fact that Inter 

Pares works collaboratively with counterpart organizations, rather than 

walking in and saying, “These are the solutions.” It just seemed logical, 

when I was writing my will, that a gift to Inter Pares would be the kind 

of thing that I would want. It’s not the amount that matters, but it is 

something that I know will carry on after me.

message from inter pares board member 

Esperanza Moreno

2018, the year I joined the Inter Pares Board of Directors, was a 

demanding but fulfilling year.

Demanding, because to accompany and effectively uphold the 

mission of Inter Pares and its support of organizations and social move-

ments struggling courageously against injustice and 

discrimination, requires significant mobilization of 

resources, and accountability. We operate in a context 

of deepening humanitarian and environmental 

crises, shrinking civic space, and the rise of 

right-wing populism. All of this impacts our 

collective social justice action defending the 

rights of vulnerable people. Despite this context, 

the work of Inter Pares’ counterparts in 2018 

was remarkable.

Fulfilling, because Inter Pares was able to 

participate in and help move forward promising 

initiatives, including pursuing additional program 

funding for our work on sexual and reproductive health and 

rights, participating in the W7 international forum in Ottawa, advocating 

for strong Canadian foreign policy in response to the Rohingya crisis, 

and supporting organizations that defend the rights of LGBTI groups, 

among others.

Looking back on 2018 I want to honour and recognize the quality and 

engagement of Inter Pares staff and board. This is a group of people 

with diverse experiences who truly demonstrate their commitment and 

solidarity. They make me proud to be part of the board as together we 

advance Inter Pares’ mission of globalizing equality.

	
	
	 2018 2017 

	 General	 	 Margaret	Fleming	 	 	
	 Operations	 Reserve	Fund		 McKay	Legacy	Fund		 Total		 Total	

REVENUE 
Donations $	 1,807,170		 $	 —		 $	 42,623		 	$	 1,849,793	 	$	 1,848,754
Global Affairs Canada – MNCH 	 593,292	 	 —	 	 —	 	 593,292	 	 633,661
Global Affairs Canada – IDB  	 3,361,447	 		 —		 	 —		 	 3,361,447	 	 3,694,072
Project-generated grants  	 —	 		 —		 	 —		 	 —	 	 9,000
Interest and other  	 35,826	 		 17,828	 	 99,882	 	 153,536	 	 162,627
 	 5,797,735		 		 17,828	 	 142,505	 	 5,958,068	 	 6,348,114

EXPENSE
Program
   Projects   3,964,777	 		 	—	 		 475,000	 			4,439,777	 	 4,633,728
   Operations   1,141,046	 		 —		 		 —	 	 1,141,046	 	 1,175,301
   5,105,823	 		 —	 		 475,000		 	 5,580,823	 	 5,809,029
Administration   250,357	 		 —		 		 —		 	 250,357	 	 203,260
Fundraising  440,675	 		 —		 		 	—	 	 440,675	 	 386,454
  5,796,855	 	 —	 		 		475,000	 	 6,271,855	 	 6,398,743

NET	REVENUE	(EXPENSE)	
FOR	THE	YEAR $	 880	 $	 $17,828	 $	 (332,495)	 $	 (313,787)	 	$	 (50,629)S
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S FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018Inter	Pares	Expenses	in	2018

71	%	Program	Projects: Funds sent to counterparts 
working in Africa, Asia, Canada, and Latin America

18%	Program	Operations: Monitoring programs, 
management, program staff salaries

7%	Fundraising: Receipting, online donation 
systems, printing costs, bank charges, donor 
stewardship, fundraising staff salaries

4%	Administration: Office costs, governance, 
financial manage ment, finance staff salaries 

Program Operations 

Administration 

Fundraising 

Program Projects 

TOTAL EXPENSES
$6,271,855

For	the	full	financial	statements,	please	contact	Inter	Pares	to	request	a	printed	copy	by	mail	or	visit	www.interpares.ca/2018finances

      JACK HUI LITSTER

         ANNE MACAIRE

Report	of	the	Independent	Auditor	on	the	Summary	Financial	Statements		
to	the	Board	of	Directors,	Inter	Pares

Opinion The summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at December 31, 2018 
and summary statement of operations for the year then ended, are derived from the audited financial statements of Inter Pares for the 
year ended December 31, 2018. In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements are a fair summary of the audited 
financial statements, on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Summary Financial Statements The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations. Reading the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for 
reading the audited financial statements of Inter Pares.

The Audited Financial Statements and Our Report Thereon We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial 
statements in our report dated March 15, 2019.

Management’s Responsibility for the Summary Financial Statements Management is responsible for the preparation of 
summary financial statements on the basis described in the note entitled Basis of Presentation.

Auditor’s Responsibility Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements are a fair 
summary of the audited financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing 
Standard (CAS) 810, “Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

Ottawa, Ontario Ouseley	Hanvey	Clipsham	Deep	LLP 
March 15, 2019 Licensed Public Accountants

Basis	of	Presentation
The summary financial statements are derived from the complete audited financial statements, prepared in accordance with Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, as at December 31, 2018, and for the year then ended.

The preparation of these summary financial statements requires management to determine the information that needs to be reflected 
in the summary financial statements so that they are consistent, in all material respects, with or represent a fair summary of the 
audited financial statements.

These summarized financial statements have been prepared by management using the following criteria: 
(a)  whether information in the summary financial statements is in agreement with the related information in the complete audited 
financial statements; and  
(b)  whether, in all material respects, the summary financial statements contain the information necessary to avoid distorting or 
obscuring matters disclosed in the related complete audited financial statements, including the notes thereto.

Management determined that the statement of changes in fund balances and cash flows do not provide additional useful information 
and as such have not included them as part of the summary financial statements.
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ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash $	 3,444,559	 $	 3,339,729
Accounts receivable  121,563	 	 178,143
Program advances  743,194	 	 642,490
Prepaid expenses  29,306	 	 27,768
Short-term investments  622,855	 	 872,525

  4,961,477	 	 5,060,655
INVESTMENTS  3,559,270	 	 3,475,015
CAPITAL	ASSETS  546,008	 	 560,128

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

LIABILITIES
CURRENT     
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $	 80,063	 $	 59,612
Deferred revenue  3,565,455	 	 3,296,101
  3,645,518	 	 3,355,713

YEARS	OF	SERVICE	BENEFITS	PAYABLE  143,200	 	 148,261

  3,788,718	 	 3,503,974

FUND	BALANCES     
Unrestricted  290,739	 	 275,739
Invested in capital assets  546,008	 	 560,128
Reserve Fund  992,495	 	 974,667
Margaret Fleming McKay Legacy Fund  3,448,795	 	 3,781,290

  5,278,037	 	 5,591,824

 $	 9,066,755	 $	 9,095,798

 AS AT DECEMBER 31,	2018 
Inter Pares draws on over forty years of experience and 

a worldwide activist network to challenge inequality 
here in Canada and abroad. Known for a progressive and 

innovative approach to international cooperation, Inter Pares 
supports people’s struggles to build societies that are fair for all by using 
the power of solidarity. We collaborate with over 100 counterparts and, 
together, identify the root causes of injustice and act towards sustainable 
social change. Join us: www.interpares.ca

2018 ANNUAL  RE PORT
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																												Defending the right to  
political	and	social	action		

Without  

community,  

there is no 

liberation.

AUDRE LORDE

FOR OVER FOUR DECADES INTER PARES has been committed to 

promoting deep and enduring relationships of common cause among civil 

society organizations in Canada and around the world – as equals, among 

equals. That is what Inter Pares signifies, and is the nexus of our action.

Over that long period there have been countless situations in countries 

around the world where we have walked alongside people and their 

organizations experiencing the hard steel of repression against their 

aspirations and actions for political freedom and progressive change.

Our world is now in a particular moment of concerted and unabashed 

attacks by the powerful, against people who organize to protect their 

rights, develop ideas and mobilize for peaceful change. 

In August 2018, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary 

or arbitrary executions delivered her report, Saving Lives is Not a Crime, 

to the UN General Assembly. She found that rather than protecting rights, 

states are using judicial intimidation, criminalizing protest, assembly or 

speech to curb dissenters. And she expressed her outrage that governments 

are also criminalizing human rights and humanitarian organizations, 

using measures originally introduced as counter-terrorism laws. 

This trend is not just in far-away places: as this publication goes to 

print, Canada’s Parliament is considering introducing new powers of 

mass surveillance through the new National Security Act, Bill C-59. 

Also in 2018, attacks against human rights defenders protesting 

corporate abuses increased by 34%, including legal harassment, 

intimidation, assaults and murder. In greatest danger were land rights 

defenders protesting violations by mining and agribusiness. Women 

human rights defenders are facing heightened threat, some times targeted 

for being activists – sometimes just for being women. 

But at the same time, everywhere, people are refusing to let close 

around them the space for dissent and debate that they themselves have 

forced open through their courageous action. They think, organize and 

mobilize for policies and programs that benefit people and protect rights. 

It is our perspective that it is precisely this mobilization – and its 

successes – that is prompting the repressive reaction of the powerful. 

For that reason, now is a time to redouble our efforts to defend the 

defenders, working in common cause for a better world. 

In this annual report, we share what we have learned with others 

over time, using examples of experiences and actions of ordinary people 

mobilizing to do extraordinary things. In these organizations and others, 

people are coming together to exercise their humanity, audacity, and 

courage to effect positive change in their communities. 

What is happening today is not new. It is inherent in the quest for a 

humane and just world. The struggle to create – and recreate – dynamic, 

healthy civic spaces is age old; a story with far more success than failure, 

far more victories than defeats, far more remarkable accomplishments 

of deep communal cooperation than the opposite. 

What is required is that we remember this, and remember that these 

successes come with people – acting together – persisting in our vision 

and our action to protect our dreams and aspirations, and to share them 

with others in our common struggle.

Ordinary	People;	
Extraordinary	Change



Tiniguena,	Guinea-Bissau	
Sanhá João Correia grew up on the island of Galinhas, in the Bijagos Archipelago in Guinea-Bissau. 
He grew up in two worlds: one embedded in Bijago knowledge and traditions; the other, in a Brazilian 
university, studying agronomy. Back in the archipelago, Sanhá now works with Inter Pares’ counterpart 
Tiniguena overseeing an innovative school garden and meals program. 

As a founding member of the Civil Society Network for Food Sovereignty and Nutrition (RESSAN-GB), 
Tiniguena and allies succeeded in influencing national food procurement policies. In 2018, Tiniguena 

partnered with the World Food Program and other NGOs to launch a national school meals 
program. Rather than rely on imported food aid, the program sources fresh, ecologically 

grown vegetables from local farms. Tiniguena is working with 2,000 women 
farmers, who are providing 5,000 schoolchildren from 37 schools with fresh, 

organic vegetables. The program includes school gardens to supple-
ment the school meal program and serve as outdoor classrooms 

for teaching biology, nutrition, and gardening. 

In a country that has fallen prey to landgrabs, and where 
women’s access to land and to markets is a constant 

obstacle, this program shows great promise. The 
school meals program is improving child nutrition, 

building new skills in agroecology, and has 
created a secure market for women farmers. 

Should the pilot program be successful, it will 
be rolled out to schools across the country. 

Sanhá is proud of the school gardens. 
Guided by his Indigenous culture, he  
is also applying new scientific teachings 
in agroecology, and transmitting this 
knowledge and passion to new 
generations.

International	Civil	Liberties	Monitoring	Group,	Canada	
Having grown up in Iraq, Rasha Hilal Al-Baiyatti knows all too well the danger of restricting free speech and 
democracy. She has seen first-hand the consequences of a brutal government crack-down on civil society.

This is why Rasha – an Inter Pares staff member – is now passionately involved with the International Civil 
Liberties Monitoring Group (ICLMG). Inter Pares is a founding member of ICLMG, and in 2018 Rasha was 
elected Co-Chair of their Steering Committee. For Rasha, this role is personal, professional, and political. 

ICLMG was founded to protect human rights and freedom of expression from encroachment by the Canadian 
state. It seeks justice for individuals targeted by an “anti-terror” agenda. ICLMG challenges 
growing social and legal intolerance and xenophobia in the name of national security. 

In 2018, ICLMG launched a campaign to address concerns about Bill C-59, the 
so-called new National Security Act. Among its problematic measures, 
the bill empowers national security agencies to conduct mass surveil-
lance by collecting bulk data on Canadian citizens with no require-
ment that it be lawfully obtained. Data can be used to repress 
dissent and place further restrictions on already marginalized 
communities. In the name of counter-terrorism, elements 
of this legislation dilute civil liberties and fuel fear of 
“the other.”

Rasha warns that we not allow this fear to erode our 
freedom. Too often, national security legislation 
reduces our freedom, without evidence that it 
makes us any safer. Rasha continues to support 
ICLMG to prevent Canadian society from mov- 
ing further towards a climate of repression 
and injustice, and to promote civil liberties 
and our fundamental rights and freedoms.

Tenaganita	&	Coalition	of	Burma	Ethnics	in	Malaysia
For the third time that day, Elise Chen is on the phone, trying to discover the fate of an ethnic refugee 
from Burma who’s been locked up in an immigration detention centre. No one answers her call. 
Last year, Malaysian authorities arrested, detained, and treated brutally more than 1,800 refugees. 
Pregnant women, children, and the elderly were not spared.

Elise works with Tenaganita, a Malaysian organization that defends the rights of women, migrants, 
and refugees. With Inter Pares’ support, Tenaganita provides mentoring and assistance to the Coalition 

of Burma Ethnics in Malaysia (COBEM), an alliance of eight community groups formed by self-organized 
refugees from Burma. COBEM currently serves over 60,000 individuals, including health support, education, 

and help in cases of arbitrary detention. 

COBEM also acts as an intermediary between its communities and the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR). Last 
June, the UNCHR announced the cessation of refugee status for Chin refugees, despite ongoing conflict and 

militarization in Burma’s Chin State. COBEM actively opposed this decision, as did the Chin Human Rights 
Organization, another Inter Pares counterpart that documents systematic rights abuses. The UNHCR recently 

suspended the cessation process, citing new research and community opposition. 

It is a victory – but the struggle to gain legal status in Malaysia continues. In a context of ongoing human rights violations 
and impunity in Burma, it is clearer than ever that going home is not an immediate option for many who have fled. For 

those refugees in limbo in neighbouring countries, often with few rights, international solidarity is more urgent than ever. In 
the meanwhile, Elise will continue to defend refugees’ rights, and Inter Pares will continue to stand with Tenaganita and COBEM.

Fondo	Lunaria	&	Poder	Mestizo,	Colombia	
From an early age, Tatiana Galera Cueto witnessed first-hand the impact of illegal armed groups in 
her native Cordoba, located in Colombia’s northern Caribbean region. A largely rural and politically 
conservative area, Cordoba has long been a corridor for drug trafficking and armed conflict. In collusion 
with landowning elites, paramilitary groups targeted individuals who challenged the highly unequal 
status quo by carrying out assassinations of social leaders, conducting massacres and forcibly displacing 
entire communities. Reinforcing machista and patriarchal norms, these militias also conducted “social 
cleansing” operations, systematically erasing any trace of sexual and gender diversity and giving Cordoba 
the notorious distinction of having the second highest rates of LGBTI victims in the country. 

As a form of resistance, Tatiana and other LGBTI individuals and allies came together in 2012 to form Poder 
Mestizo (Mestizo Power). The group has since become an important social actor in Cordoba, providing a 
platform for diverse youth to express themselves through art, music, dance and social mobilization. Poder Mestizo 
has also contributed to efforts to build peace with justice, by raising awareness about the conflict’s impact on LGBTI 
people so that their truth becomes an integral part of the official history. 

Poder Mestizo is one of 48 grassroots groups supported in 2018 by Inter Pares counterpart Fondo Lunaria. For 
Tatiana, “This support has strengthened the leadership skills of our members and enabled us to build something of our 
own in an area where that had never existed. It has motivated us to continue because now we know there are many other 
people and organizations throughout the country, even in more difficult circumstances, working for the same thing.”

Growing up during the Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 1980s 
Arnold Vega witnessed the repression of peoples’ organizations 
first-hand. But as a teenager he also witnessed their strength in 
the form of the People Power Revolution that restored democracy 
to the Philippines. Now, decades later, under President Duterte, 
the clampdown on free expression is returning. State violence is 
ubiquitous. A culture of misogyny thrives. Fundamentalisms 
constrict reproductive rights. 

This is why every day, Arnold Vega gets up at 4:00 am and catches 
the bus that will – three and half hours later – bring him to the 
centre of Manila where he works with the Likhaan Center 
for Women’s Health, a feminist, civil society organiza-
tion. Every evening he makes the same trip – taking 
even longer if the traffic is bad – to get home. 

Arnold could find work closer to home but he believes passion-
ately in Likhaan’s mission – to provide respectful, high-quality 
sexual and reproductive health care to women and girls from 
some of the most marginalized communities in the Philippines. 
Each of Likhaan’s clinics also has a network of community 
health workers and volunteers with whom Arnold closely 
collaborates. They are responsible for outreach; talking to women 
and girls in their homes, the streets and alleyways so that 
community members can become their own advocates. This vision 
of blending medical care and political organizing, to achieve a just 

and equal society with the struggle for women’s rights at 
its core, sustains Arnold on those long commutes. 

Inter Pares is privileged to work with Arnold 
and to support Likhaan’s courageous work.

Rasha	warns	that	we	not	allow	
fear	to	erode	our	freedom.

Poder	Mestizo	is	raising	awareness	about	the	
conflict’s	impact	on	LGBTI	people	so	that	their	truth	
becomes	an	integral	part	of	the	official	history.

Likhaan	Center	for	Women’s	Health,	Philippines

PEOPLE WERE REACHED BY LIKHAAN THROUGH  
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In	a	world	that		
discredits	and	dismisses	
women	and	girls,	Likhaan	
provides	safe,	respectful	
and	caring	services	that	
promote	autonomy,	agency	
and	wellbeing.

The	school	meals	program	is	improving	
child	nutrition	and	has	created	a	secure	

market	for	women	farmers.

For	refugees	in	limbo	in	neighbouring		
countries,	international	solidarity	and	attention		

are	more	urgent	than	ever.	
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Tatiana	Galera	Cueto	
Member – Poder Mestizo 

Rasha	Hilal	Al-Baiyatti	
Co-Chair – ICLMG

Sanhá	João	Correia	
Agronomist – Tiniguena

Elise	Chen	
Programme Officer – Tenaganita

Arnold	Vega	
Medical Coordinator  

– Likhaan Center for Women’s Health
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Tiniguena,	Guinea-Bissau	
Sanhá João Correia grew up on the island of Galinhas, in the Bijagos Archipelago in Guinea-Bissau. 
He grew up in two worlds: one embedded in Bijago knowledge and traditions; the other, in a Brazilian 
university, studying agronomy. Back in the archipelago, Sanhá now works with Inter Pares’ counterpart 
Tiniguena overseeing an innovative school garden and meals program. 

As a founding member of the Civil Society Network for Food Sovereignty and Nutrition (RESSAN-GB), 
Tiniguena and allies succeeded in influencing national food procurement policies. In 2018, Tiniguena 

partnered with the World Food Program and other NGOs to launch a national school meals 
program. Rather than rely on imported food aid, the program sources fresh, ecologically 

grown vegetables from local farms. Tiniguena is working with 2,000 women 
farmers, who are providing 5,000 schoolchildren from 37 schools with fresh, 

organic vegetables. The program includes school gardens to supple-
ment the school meal program and serve as outdoor classrooms 

for teaching biology, nutrition, and gardening. 

In a country that has fallen prey to landgrabs, and where 
women’s access to land and to markets is a constant 

obstacle, this program shows great promise. The 
school meals program is improving child nutrition, 

building new skills in agroecology, and has 
created a secure market for women farmers. 

Should the pilot program be successful, it will 
be rolled out to schools across the country. 

Sanhá is proud of the school gardens. 
Guided by his Indigenous culture, he  
is also applying new scientific teachings 
in agroecology, and transmitting this 
knowledge and passion to new 
generations.

International	Civil	Liberties	Monitoring	Group,	Canada	
Having grown up in Iraq, Rasha Hilal Al-Baiyatti knows all too well the danger of restricting free speech and 
democracy. She has seen first-hand the consequences of a brutal government crack-down on civil society.

This is why Rasha – an Inter Pares staff member – is now passionately involved with the International Civil 
Liberties Monitoring Group (ICLMG). Inter Pares is a founding member of ICLMG, and in 2018 Rasha was 
elected Co-Chair of their Steering Committee. For Rasha, this role is personal, professional, and political. 

ICLMG was founded to protect human rights and freedom of expression from encroachment by the Canadian 
state. It seeks justice for individuals targeted by an “anti-terror” agenda. ICLMG challenges 
growing social and legal intolerance and xenophobia in the name of national security. 

In 2018, ICLMG launched a campaign to address concerns about Bill C-59, the 
so-called new National Security Act. Among its problematic measures, 
the bill empowers national security agencies to conduct mass surveil-
lance by collecting bulk data on Canadian citizens with no require-
ment that it be lawfully obtained. Data can be used to repress 
dissent and place further restrictions on already marginalized 
communities. In the name of counter-terrorism, elements 
of this legislation dilute civil liberties and fuel fear of 
“the other.”

Rasha warns that we not allow this fear to erode our 
freedom. Too often, national security legislation 
reduces our freedom, without evidence that it 
makes us any safer. Rasha continues to support 
ICLMG to prevent Canadian society from mov- 
ing further towards a climate of repression 
and injustice, and to promote civil liberties 
and our fundamental rights and freedoms.

Tenaganita	&	Coalition	of	Burma	Ethnics	in	Malaysia
For the third time that day, Elise Chen is on the phone, trying to discover the fate of an ethnic refugee 
from Burma who’s been locked up in an immigration detention centre. No one answers her call. 
Last year, Malaysian authorities arrested, detained, and treated brutally more than 1,800 refugees. 
Pregnant women, children, and the elderly were not spared.

Elise works with Tenaganita, a Malaysian organization that defends the rights of women, migrants, 
and refugees. With Inter Pares’ support, Tenaganita provides mentoring and assistance to the Coalition 

of Burma Ethnics in Malaysia (COBEM), an alliance of eight community groups formed by self-organized 
refugees from Burma. COBEM currently serves over 60,000 individuals, including health support, education, 

and help in cases of arbitrary detention. 

COBEM also acts as an intermediary between its communities and the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR). Last 
June, the UNCHR announced the cessation of refugee status for Chin refugees, despite ongoing conflict and 

militarization in Burma’s Chin State. COBEM actively opposed this decision, as did the Chin Human Rights 
Organization, another Inter Pares counterpart that documents systematic rights abuses. The UNHCR recently 

suspended the cessation process, citing new research and community opposition. 

It is a victory – but the struggle to gain legal status in Malaysia continues. In a context of ongoing human rights violations 
and impunity in Burma, it is clearer than ever that going home is not an immediate option for many who have fled. For 

those refugees in limbo in neighbouring countries, often with few rights, international solidarity is more urgent than ever. In 
the meanwhile, Elise will continue to defend refugees’ rights, and Inter Pares will continue to stand with Tenaganita and COBEM.

Fondo	Lunaria	&	Poder	Mestizo,	Colombia	
From an early age, Tatiana Galera Cueto witnessed first-hand the impact of illegal armed groups in 
her native Cordoba, located in Colombia’s northern Caribbean region. A largely rural and politically 
conservative area, Cordoba has long been a corridor for drug trafficking and armed conflict. In collusion 
with landowning elites, paramilitary groups targeted individuals who challenged the highly unequal 
status quo by carrying out assassinations of social leaders, conducting massacres and forcibly displacing 
entire communities. Reinforcing machista and patriarchal norms, these militias also conducted “social 
cleansing” operations, systematically erasing any trace of sexual and gender diversity and giving Cordoba 
the notorious distinction of having the second highest rates of LGBTI victims in the country. 

As a form of resistance, Tatiana and other LGBTI individuals and allies came together in 2012 to form Poder 
Mestizo (Mestizo Power). The group has since become an important social actor in Cordoba, providing a 
platform for diverse youth to express themselves through art, music, dance and social mobilization. Poder Mestizo 
has also contributed to efforts to build peace with justice, by raising awareness about the conflict’s impact on LGBTI 
people so that their truth becomes an integral part of the official history. 

Poder Mestizo is one of 48 grassroots groups supported in 2018 by Inter Pares counterpart Fondo Lunaria. For 
Tatiana, “This support has strengthened the leadership skills of our members and enabled us to build something of our 
own in an area where that had never existed. It has motivated us to continue because now we know there are many other 
people and organizations throughout the country, even in more difficult circumstances, working for the same thing.”

Growing up during the Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 1980s 
Arnold Vega witnessed the repression of peoples’ organizations 
first-hand. But as a teenager he also witnessed their strength in 
the form of the People Power Revolution that restored democracy 
to the Philippines. Now, decades later, under President Duterte, 
the clampdown on free expression is returning. State violence is 
ubiquitous. A culture of misogyny thrives. Fundamentalisms 
constrict reproductive rights. 

This is why every day, Arnold Vega gets up at 4:00 am and catches 
the bus that will – three and half hours later – bring him to the 
centre of Manila where he works with the Likhaan Center 
for Women’s Health, a feminist, civil society organiza-
tion. Every evening he makes the same trip – taking 
even longer if the traffic is bad – to get home. 

Arnold could find work closer to home but he believes passion-
ately in Likhaan’s mission – to provide respectful, high-quality 
sexual and reproductive health care to women and girls from 
some of the most marginalized communities in the Philippines. 
Each of Likhaan’s clinics also has a network of community 
health workers and volunteers with whom Arnold closely 
collaborates. They are responsible for outreach; talking to women 
and girls in their homes, the streets and alleyways so that 
community members can become their own advocates. This vision 
of blending medical care and political organizing, to achieve a just 

and equal society with the struggle for women’s rights at 
its core, sustains Arnold on those long commutes. 

Inter Pares is privileged to work with Arnold 
and to support Likhaan’s courageous work.

Rasha	warns	that	we	not	allow	
fear	to	erode	our	freedom.

Poder	Mestizo	is	raising	awareness	about	the	
conflict’s	impact	on	LGBTI	people	so	that	their	truth	
becomes	an	integral	part	of	the	official	history.

Likhaan	Center	for	Women’s	Health,	Philippines

PEOPLE WERE REACHED BY LIKHAAN THROUGH  

EDUCATION SESSIONS.

CANADIANS COULD POSSIBLY BE FALSELY FLAGGED 

ON THE NO FLY LIST SIMPLY BECAUSE OF THE NUMBER 

OF PEOPLE WITH THE SAME NAMES.

13,068  
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IN 2018 BY INTER PARES 
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100,000
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In	a	world	that		
discredits	and	dismisses	
women	and	girls,	Likhaan	
provides	safe,	respectful	
and	caring	services	that	
promote	autonomy,	agency	
and	wellbeing.

The	school	meals	program	is	improving	
child	nutrition	and	has	created	a	secure	

market	for	women	farmers.

For	refugees	in	limbo	in	neighbouring		
countries,	international	solidarity	and	attention		

are	more	urgent	than	ever.	
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Tatiana	Galera	Cueto	
Member – Poder Mestizo 

Rasha	Hilal	Al-Baiyatti	
Co-Chair – ICLMG

Sanhá	João	Correia	
Agronomist – Tiniguena

Elise	Chen	
Programme Officer – Tenaganita

Arnold	Vega	
Medical Coordinator  

– Likhaan Center for Women’s Health

https://interpares.ca/news/open-letter-national-security-bill-c-59
https://iclmg.ca/documents/videos


Tiniguena,	Guinea-Bissau	
Sanhá João Correia grew up on the island of Galinhas, in the Bijagos Archipelago in Guinea-Bissau. 
He grew up in two worlds: one embedded in Bijago knowledge and traditions; the other, in a Brazilian 
university, studying agronomy. Back in the archipelago, Sanhá now works with Inter Pares’ counterpart 
Tiniguena overseeing an innovative school garden and meals program. 

As a founding member of the Civil Society Network for Food Sovereignty and Nutrition (RESSAN-GB), 
Tiniguena and allies succeeded in influencing national food procurement policies. In 2018, Tiniguena 

partnered with the World Food Program and other NGOs to launch a national school meals 
program. Rather than rely on imported food aid, the program sources fresh, ecologically 

grown vegetables from local farms. Tiniguena is working with 2,000 women 
farmers, who are providing 5,000 schoolchildren from 37 schools with fresh, 

organic vegetables. The program includes school gardens to supple-
ment the school meal program and serve as outdoor classrooms 

for teaching biology, nutrition, and gardening. 

In a country that has fallen prey to landgrabs, and where 
women’s access to land and to markets is a constant 

obstacle, this program shows great promise. The 
school meals program is improving child nutrition, 

building new skills in agroecology, and has 
created a secure market for women farmers. 

Should the pilot program be successful, it will 
be rolled out to schools across the country. 

Sanhá is proud of the school gardens. 
Guided by his Indigenous culture, he  
is also applying new scientific teachings 
in agroecology, and transmitting this 
knowledge and passion to new 
generations.

International	Civil	Liberties	Monitoring	Group,	Canada	
Having grown up in Iraq, Rasha Hilal Al-Baiyatti knows all too well the danger of restricting free speech and 
democracy. She has seen first-hand the consequences of a brutal government crack-down on civil society.

This is why Rasha – an Inter Pares staff member – is now passionately involved with the International Civil 
Liberties Monitoring Group (ICLMG). Inter Pares is a founding member of ICLMG, and in 2018 Rasha was 
elected Co-Chair of their Steering Committee. For Rasha, this role is personal, professional, and political. 

ICLMG was founded to protect human rights and freedom of expression from encroachment by the Canadian 
state. It seeks justice for individuals targeted by an “anti-terror” agenda. ICLMG challenges 
growing social and legal intolerance and xenophobia in the name of national security. 

In 2018, ICLMG launched a campaign to address concerns about Bill C-59, the 
so-called new National Security Act. Among its problematic measures, 
the bill empowers national security agencies to conduct mass surveil-
lance by collecting bulk data on Canadian citizens with no require-
ment that it be lawfully obtained. Data can be used to repress 
dissent and place further restrictions on already marginalized 
communities. In the name of counter-terrorism, elements 
of this legislation dilute civil liberties and fuel fear of 
“the other.”

Rasha warns that we not allow this fear to erode our 
freedom. Too often, national security legislation 
reduces our freedom, without evidence that it 
makes us any safer. Rasha continues to support 
ICLMG to prevent Canadian society from mov- 
ing further towards a climate of repression 
and injustice, and to promote civil liberties 
and our fundamental rights and freedoms.

Tenaganita	&	Coalition	of	Burma	Ethnics	in	Malaysia
For the third time that day, Elise Chen is on the phone, trying to discover the fate of an ethnic refugee 
from Burma who’s been locked up in an immigration detention centre. No one answers her call. 
Last year, Malaysian authorities arrested, detained, and treated brutally more than 1,800 refugees. 
Pregnant women, children, and the elderly were not spared.

Elise works with Tenaganita, a Malaysian organization that defends the rights of women, migrants, 
and refugees. With Inter Pares’ support, Tenaganita provides mentoring and assistance to the Coalition 

of Burma Ethnics in Malaysia (COBEM), an alliance of eight community groups formed by self-organized 
refugees from Burma. COBEM currently serves over 60,000 individuals, including health support, education, 

and help in cases of arbitrary detention. 

COBEM also acts as an intermediary between its communities and the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR). Last 
June, the UNCHR announced the cessation of refugee status for Chin refugees, despite ongoing conflict and 

militarization in Burma’s Chin State. COBEM actively opposed this decision, as did the Chin Human Rights 
Organization, another Inter Pares counterpart that documents systematic rights abuses. The UNHCR recently 

suspended the cessation process, citing new research and community opposition. 

It is a victory – but the struggle to gain legal status in Malaysia continues. In a context of ongoing human rights violations 
and impunity in Burma, it is clearer than ever that going home is not an immediate option for many who have fled. For 

those refugees in limbo in neighbouring countries, often with few rights, international solidarity is more urgent than ever. In 
the meanwhile, Elise will continue to defend refugees’ rights, and Inter Pares will continue to stand with Tenaganita and COBEM.

Fondo	Lunaria	&	Poder	Mestizo,	Colombia	
From an early age, Tatiana Galera Cueto witnessed first-hand the impact of illegal armed groups in 
her native Cordoba, located in Colombia’s northern Caribbean region. A largely rural and politically 
conservative area, Cordoba has long been a corridor for drug trafficking and armed conflict. In collusion 
with landowning elites, paramilitary groups targeted individuals who challenged the highly unequal 
status quo by carrying out assassinations of social leaders, conducting massacres and forcibly displacing 
entire communities. Reinforcing machista and patriarchal norms, these militias also conducted “social 
cleansing” operations, systematically erasing any trace of sexual and gender diversity and giving Cordoba 
the notorious distinction of having the second highest rates of LGBTI victims in the country. 

As a form of resistance, Tatiana and other LGBTI individuals and allies came together in 2012 to form Poder 
Mestizo (Mestizo Power). The group has since become an important social actor in Cordoba, providing a 
platform for diverse youth to express themselves through art, music, dance and social mobilization. Poder Mestizo 
has also contributed to efforts to build peace with justice, by raising awareness about the conflict’s impact on LGBTI 
people so that their truth becomes an integral part of the official history. 

Poder Mestizo is one of 48 grassroots groups supported in 2018 by Inter Pares counterpart Fondo Lunaria. For 
Tatiana, “This support has strengthened the leadership skills of our members and enabled us to build something of our 
own in an area where that had never existed. It has motivated us to continue because now we know there are many other 
people and organizations throughout the country, even in more difficult circumstances, working for the same thing.”

Growing up during the Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 1980s 
Arnold Vega witnessed the repression of peoples’ organizations 
first-hand. But as a teenager he also witnessed their strength in 
the form of the People Power Revolution that restored democracy 
to the Philippines. Now, decades later, under President Duterte, 
the clampdown on free expression is returning. State violence is 
ubiquitous. A culture of misogyny thrives. Fundamentalisms 
constrict reproductive rights. 

This is why every day, Arnold Vega gets up at 4:00 am and catches 
the bus that will – three and half hours later – bring him to the 
centre of Manila where he works with the Likhaan Center 
for Women’s Health, a feminist, civil society organiza-
tion. Every evening he makes the same trip – taking 
even longer if the traffic is bad – to get home. 

Arnold could find work closer to home but he believes passion-
ately in Likhaan’s mission – to provide respectful, high-quality 
sexual and reproductive health care to women and girls from 
some of the most marginalized communities in the Philippines. 
Each of Likhaan’s clinics also has a network of community 
health workers and volunteers with whom Arnold closely 
collaborates. They are responsible for outreach; talking to women 
and girls in their homes, the streets and alleyways so that 
community members can become their own advocates. This vision 
of blending medical care and political organizing, to achieve a just 

and equal society with the struggle for women’s rights at 
its core, sustains Arnold on those long commutes. 

Inter Pares is privileged to work with Arnold 
and to support Likhaan’s courageous work.
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Tiniguena,	Guinea-Bissau	
Sanhá João Correia grew up on the island of Galinhas, in the Bijagos Archipelago in Guinea-Bissau. 
He grew up in two worlds: one embedded in Bijago knowledge and traditions; the other, in a Brazilian 
university, studying agronomy. Back in the archipelago, Sanhá now works with Inter Pares’ counterpart 
Tiniguena overseeing an innovative school garden and meals program. 

As a founding member of the Civil Society Network for Food Sovereignty and Nutrition (RESSAN-GB), 
Tiniguena and allies succeeded in influencing national food procurement policies. In 2018, Tiniguena 

partnered with the World Food Program and other NGOs to launch a national school meals 
program. Rather than rely on imported food aid, the program sources fresh, ecologically 

grown vegetables from local farms. Tiniguena is working with 2,000 women 
farmers, who are providing 5,000 schoolchildren from 37 schools with fresh, 

organic vegetables. The program includes school gardens to supple-
ment the school meal program and serve as outdoor classrooms 

for teaching biology, nutrition, and gardening. 

In a country that has fallen prey to landgrabs, and where 
women’s access to land and to markets is a constant 

obstacle, this program shows great promise. The 
school meals program is improving child nutrition, 

building new skills in agroecology, and has 
created a secure market for women farmers. 

Should the pilot program be successful, it will 
be rolled out to schools across the country. 

Sanhá is proud of the school gardens. 
Guided by his Indigenous culture, he  
is also applying new scientific teachings 
in agroecology, and transmitting this 
knowledge and passion to new 
generations.

International	Civil	Liberties	Monitoring	Group,	Canada	
Having grown up in Iraq, Rasha Hilal Al-Baiyatti knows all too well the danger of restricting free speech and 
democracy. She has seen first-hand the consequences of a brutal government crack-down on civil society.

This is why Rasha – an Inter Pares staff member – is now passionately involved with the International Civil 
Liberties Monitoring Group (ICLMG). Inter Pares is a founding member of ICLMG, and in 2018 Rasha was 
elected Co-Chair of their Steering Committee. For Rasha, this role is personal, professional, and political. 

ICLMG was founded to protect human rights and freedom of expression from encroachment by the Canadian 
state. It seeks justice for individuals targeted by an “anti-terror” agenda. ICLMG challenges 
growing social and legal intolerance and xenophobia in the name of national security. 

In 2018, ICLMG launched a campaign to address concerns about Bill C-59, the 
so-called new National Security Act. Among its problematic measures, 
the bill empowers national security agencies to conduct mass surveil-
lance by collecting bulk data on Canadian citizens with no require-
ment that it be lawfully obtained. Data can be used to repress 
dissent and place further restrictions on already marginalized 
communities. In the name of counter-terrorism, elements 
of this legislation dilute civil liberties and fuel fear of 
“the other.”

Rasha warns that we not allow this fear to erode our 
freedom. Too often, national security legislation 
reduces our freedom, without evidence that it 
makes us any safer. Rasha continues to support 
ICLMG to prevent Canadian society from mov- 
ing further towards a climate of repression 
and injustice, and to promote civil liberties 
and our fundamental rights and freedoms.

Tenaganita	&	Coalition	of	Burma	Ethnics	in	Malaysia
For the third time that day, Elise Chen is on the phone, trying to discover the fate of an ethnic refugee 
from Burma who’s been locked up in an immigration detention centre. No one answers her call. 
Last year, Malaysian authorities arrested, detained, and treated brutally more than 1,800 refugees. 
Pregnant women, children, and the elderly were not spared.

Elise works with Tenaganita, a Malaysian organization that defends the rights of women, migrants, 
and refugees. With Inter Pares’ support, Tenaganita provides mentoring and assistance to the Coalition 

of Burma Ethnics in Malaysia (COBEM), an alliance of eight community groups formed by self-organized 
refugees from Burma. COBEM currently serves over 60,000 individuals, including health support, education, 

and help in cases of arbitrary detention. 

COBEM also acts as an intermediary between its communities and the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR). Last 
June, the UNCHR announced the cessation of refugee status for Chin refugees, despite ongoing conflict and 

militarization in Burma’s Chin State. COBEM actively opposed this decision, as did the Chin Human Rights 
Organization, another Inter Pares counterpart that documents systematic rights abuses. The UNHCR recently 

suspended the cessation process, citing new research and community opposition. 

It is a victory – but the struggle to gain legal status in Malaysia continues. In a context of ongoing human rights violations 
and impunity in Burma, it is clearer than ever that going home is not an immediate option for many who have fled. For 

those refugees in limbo in neighbouring countries, often with few rights, international solidarity is more urgent than ever. In 
the meanwhile, Elise will continue to defend refugees’ rights, and Inter Pares will continue to stand with Tenaganita and COBEM.

Fondo	Lunaria	&	Poder	Mestizo,	Colombia	
From an early age, Tatiana Galera Cueto witnessed first-hand the impact of illegal armed groups in 
her native Cordoba, located in Colombia’s northern Caribbean region. A largely rural and politically 
conservative area, Cordoba has long been a corridor for drug trafficking and armed conflict. In collusion 
with landowning elites, paramilitary groups targeted individuals who challenged the highly unequal 
status quo by carrying out assassinations of social leaders, conducting massacres and forcibly displacing 
entire communities. Reinforcing machista and patriarchal norms, these militias also conducted “social 
cleansing” operations, systematically erasing any trace of sexual and gender diversity and giving Cordoba 
the notorious distinction of having the second highest rates of LGBTI victims in the country. 

As a form of resistance, Tatiana and other LGBTI individuals and allies came together in 2012 to form Poder 
Mestizo (Mestizo Power). The group has since become an important social actor in Cordoba, providing a 
platform for diverse youth to express themselves through art, music, dance and social mobilization. Poder Mestizo 
has also contributed to efforts to build peace with justice, by raising awareness about the conflict’s impact on LGBTI 
people so that their truth becomes an integral part of the official history. 

Poder Mestizo is one of 48 grassroots groups supported in 2018 by Inter Pares counterpart Fondo Lunaria. For 
Tatiana, “This support has strengthened the leadership skills of our members and enabled us to build something of our 
own in an area where that had never existed. It has motivated us to continue because now we know there are many other 
people and organizations throughout the country, even in more difficult circumstances, working for the same thing.”

Growing up during the Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 1980s 
Arnold Vega witnessed the repression of peoples’ organizations 
first-hand. But as a teenager he also witnessed their strength in 
the form of the People Power Revolution that restored democracy 
to the Philippines. Now, decades later, under President Duterte, 
the clampdown on free expression is returning. State violence is 
ubiquitous. A culture of misogyny thrives. Fundamentalisms 
constrict reproductive rights. 

This is why every day, Arnold Vega gets up at 4:00 am and catches 
the bus that will – three and half hours later – bring him to the 
centre of Manila where he works with the Likhaan Center 
for Women’s Health, a feminist, civil society organiza-
tion. Every evening he makes the same trip – taking 
even longer if the traffic is bad – to get home. 

Arnold could find work closer to home but he believes passion-
ately in Likhaan’s mission – to provide respectful, high-quality 
sexual and reproductive health care to women and girls from 
some of the most marginalized communities in the Philippines. 
Each of Likhaan’s clinics also has a network of community 
health workers and volunteers with whom Arnold closely 
collaborates. They are responsible for outreach; talking to women 
and girls in their homes, the streets and alleyways so that 
community members can become their own advocates. This vision 
of blending medical care and political organizing, to achieve a just 

and equal society with the struggle for women’s rights at 
its core, sustains Arnold on those long commutes. 
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